INDUSTRIAL SOLUTION FOR

- POWER CORD PLANT
- USB DATA CABLE PLANT
- HDMI CABLE PLANT
- FULLY AUTOMATIC WIRE EXTRUDER
- WIRE AND CABLE PRINTING SOLUTION
- VERTICAL INJECTION / INSERT MOLDING MACHINE
- WIRE CUTTING STRIPPING MACHINE
- RUBBER INDUSTRY MACHINES
- HIGH SPEED BUNCHERS
- ARMATURE / STATOR WINDING MACHINE
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POWER CORD PLANT

25 Ton VERTICAL INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

35 Ton VERTICAL INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

POWER CORD STRIPPING MACHINE - STRIPPING, SHEATHING OF POWER CORD CABLES Model - TM 305, 310, 315

AUTOMATIC WINDING & BINDING MACHINE Model TM - S04

HIGH SPEED CUTTING, STRIPPING & SHEATHING OF POWER CORD Model TM-280

INNER CORE STRIPPING Model TM-3F

MULTIPLE PLUG TESTER Features: High Voltage, Continuity, Polarity, Resistance Model TM HD-10B

3 PIN POWER CORD MOLD

2 PIN POWER CORD MOLD

UK PLUG MOLD

CORD BINDING MACHINE Model TM - 1000
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USB DATA CABLE PLANT

15 Ton
2 SIDE OPERATION VERTICAL INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

AUTOMATIC USB SOLDER MACHINE
Model TM-1188

CORD WINDING & BINDING MACHINE
Model TM - 2000

HIGH SPEED CUTTING, STRIPPING & SHEATHING OF DATA CABLE
Model TM-280 (2 line)

BEND TESTER
Model TM-817

USB TESTER
Model TM-351

LASER MARKING MACHINE

CONNECTOR LIFE TESTER
Model TM-880A

SALT SPRAY TESTER
Model TM-133

DATA CABLE MOLD (DIE)
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HDMI CABLE PLANT

- HDMI CONNECTOR SOLDER MACHINE
- LASER CUTTING MACHINE
- 500MM CANTILEVER PAIRING AND TAPING BUNCHER WITH 3 SPOOL PAYOFF

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINE

- AUTOMATIC RCA CONNECTOR SOLDER MACHINE Model TM-1199
- FULLY AUTO CUT STRIP TWIST AND ONE SIDE CRIMPING MACHINE Model TM-S02
- FULLY AUTO 2 SIDES CUT STRIP AND CRIMPING MACHINE Model TM-S03
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WIRE CUTTING STRIPPING MACHINE

Offering you Wire Cutting Stripping Machines, Cutting Stripping and Twisting Machine, Power Cord Cut Strip and Half Strip, Cut Strip and Twist Tools, 2 Core Cable Cutting Stripping Machine and many more.
MISCELLANEOUS MACHINE

Crimping Machine
(TM-2.0, 6.0)

Offering you a complete choice of products which include Crimping Machines such as Fully Auto Cut Strip Twist and Crimping Machine and Fully Auto Ribbon Wire Cut Strip Slit and Crimping Machine.

CRUSHER
LOW NOISE CRUSHER FOR PLASTIC MOLDING RUNNERS Model TM-180E
(Mini Crusher)

RIBBON WIRE AUTO CRIMPING MACHINE
Model TM-8.0

HOPPER LOADER
(25, 50, 100, 150 Kg.)

LASER DIAMETER GAUGE
Model TM 25X

JOINTER MACHINE
Model TM-04

COPPER ENAMEL REMOVING
Model- TM 06

SCRAPER MACHINE

AUTO LOADER
Model TM 300G

Model - Z918-2
(Mini Scraper)

Model - 918-Y

Model- TM Z918-4

WIRE TWISTER

CRIMPING TOOLS

TWISTER OF COPPER CONDUCTOR
Model - TM-100

AUTOMATIC WIRE TWIST MACHINE
Model - TM-93

WIRE SPARK TESTER
Model - TM-98

RJ 45 /11 CONNECTOR CRIMPING MACHINE
Model TM - 90W

FERRULE TERMINAL
Model TM - 60
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FULLY AUTOMATIC WIRE EXTRUDER & HIGH SPEED BUNCHERS

FULLY AUTOMATIC WIRE EXTRUDER

HIGH SPEED BUNCHERS
Model TM-300D (500D-630D)

VERTICAL INJECTION
DOUBLE SLIDER MOLDING MACHINE
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